Engineering and characterization of the ribosomal L10.L12 stalk complex. A structural element responsible for high turnover of the elongation factor G-dependent GTPase.
The ribosomal stalk protein L12 is essential for events dependent on the GTP-binding translation factors. It has been recently shown that ribosomes from Thermus thermophilus contain a heptameric complex L10.(L12)2.(L12)2.(L12)2, rather than the conventional pentameric complex L10.(L12)2.(L12)2. Here we describe the reconstitution of the heptameric complex from purified L10 and L12 and the characterization of its role in elongation factor G-dependent GTPase activity using a hybrid system with Escherichia coli ribosomes. The T. thermophilus heptameric complex resulted in a 2.5-fold higher activity than the E. coli pentameric complex. The structural element of the T. thermophilus complex responsible for the higher activity was investigated using a chimeric L10 protein (Ec-Tt-L10), in which the C-terminal L12-binding site in E. coli L10 was replaced with the same region from T. thermophilus, and two chimeric L12 proteins: Ec-Tt-L12, in which the E. coli N-terminal domain was fused with the T. thermophilus C-terminal domain, and Tt.Ec-L12, in which the T. thermophilus N-terminal domain was fused with the E. coli C-terminal domain. High GTPase turnover was observed with the pentameric chimeric complex formed from E. coli L10 and Ec-Tt-L12 but not with the heptameric complex formed from Ec-Tt-L10 and Tt.Ec-L12. This suggested that the C-terminal region of T. thermophilus L12, rather than the heptameric nature of the complex, was responsible for the high GTPase turnover. Further analyses with other chimeric L12 proteins identified helix alpha6 as the region most likely to contain the responsible element.